PERSONAL AND ROOM
COLLABORATION SOLUTIONS
Logitech® solutions for Google
Meet™ bridge the gap between
in-person and anywhere else.
For a powerful video meeting
experience, use Logitech Rally
Bar, Webcams, Zone Headsets
and Earbuds. All are certified
to work with Google Meet
video conferencing software.
Collaboration equity starts here.

ENJOY COLLABORATION EQUITY
Collaboration equity is the ability to contribute equally — regardless
of your location, device, language, or experience level. Discover how
Logitech webcams, headsets, earbuds, and conferencecams deliver a
seamless Google Meet experience that’s so lifelike, you’ll forget that the
technology is there. If you feel like high-fiving your teammate through
the screen, feel free. You’re basically there, anyway.

FULLY PARTICIPATE FROM ANYWHERE
The right equipment makes all the difference. Personal collaboration kits
from Logitech provide integrated audio and video that is reliable, simple
to set up, and easy to use. Collaborate distraction-free from anywhere
with video collaboration tools designed for the hybrid workforce.

CONNECT MEANINGFULLY
Enjoy the human connection you need to stay healthy. Have in-depth
conversations. Exchange ideas. Be your best — or even better. The
power of near-in-person meetings is in your hands with Logitech and
Google’s video collaboration tools.

ENTERPRISE-GRADE EXPERIENCE IN EVERY MEETING

works with

Google Meet

Logitech room solutions for Google Meet provide a suite of proactive technologies that automate and
enhance your meeting experience for small, medium, and large rooms. Room kits include Logitech Tap,
a Google Meet Compute, and a certified conference camera for plug and play video meetings.

SMALL

MEDIUM

LARGE

With an ultra-compact form
factor, Logitech MeetUp is
easy to install in phone rooms
and small spaces. Or step up
to Rally Bar Mini for premium
audio and video quality, plus AIpowered features like RightSight
autoframing. Place Logitech
Tap on the table, or add a wall
mount to save even more space.

As rooms get bigger, tables grow
longer and people sit farther
away from the camera. Choose
from the all-in-one Logitech
Rally Bar or the modular Rally
System. Both solutions offer a
premium conferencecam with
an advanced ultra-HD camera
that scales to support a wide
range of room sizes and layouts.

The large configuration
features the expandable Rally
Plus System with two speakers
and two mic pods for crystal
clear audio throughout the
room for up to 16 people. The
system supports up to 7 mic
pods for rooms with up to 46
seats.

FEATURED PRODUCTS

RALLY BAR MINI

RALLY BAR

RALLY PLUS SYSTEM

All-in-one video bar with builtin AI enhancements for small
rooms.

The premiere all-in-one video bar
with built-in AI enhancements for
midsize rooms.

Premier modular video
conferencing system for large
rooms.

- Razor-sharp optics with 4X HD
digital zoom and motorized
pan and tilt lens provides
expansive room coverage

- L ossless image quality up
to 5X optical zoom, digitally
enhanced to 15X total zoom

- Customizable for large rooms
of virtually any size or shape

- Ultra-low distortion speakers
deliver crystal clear sound

- L arge, ultra-low distortion
speakers for room-filling
sound

- AI Viewfinder for enhanced
RightSight auto-framing

-A
 I Viewfinder for enhanced
RightSight auto-framing

- Add up to two Rally Mic Pods
to extend audio coverage

-A
 dd up to three Rally Mic Pods
to extend audio coverage

MEETUP

All-in-one conferencecam
with ultra-wide lens and
compact form factor for
small rooms. Supports 1
optional expansion mic.

- Brilliant optics up to 5X optical
zoom, digitally enhanced to
15X total zoom
- Two Rally Speakers and two
Rally Mic Pods (extensible up
to seven) ensure every voice is
clearly heard

RALLY SYSTEM

Modular video conferencing
system for midsize rooms.
Offers 5X optical zoom,
digitally enhanced to 15X total
zoom. One Rally Speaker and
one Rally Mic Pod (extensible
up to seven).

LOGITECH TAP

Included with room kits.
Touch controller for workplace
collaboration
- Responsive 10.1” touch screen
- Fan-free for silent operation
-C
 ommercial-grade Cat5e
cabling (10m included, 40m
max) with cable management
- HDMI input for local projection

GOOGLE MEET
COMPUTE SYSTEM

Included with room kits, this
small footprint compute
system is Google-approved
and ready to use. Magnetic
mounts include upright
desktop stand, VESA wall
mount, and Logitech PC
mount with cable retention.

PERSONAL COLLABORATION SPACES
Stay in control of what viewers can see and hear with a headset and webcam designed for video collaboration. Logitech
Personal Video Collaboration Solutions can turn any desktop into an instant collaboration space, whether you’re working
remotely or in an open office. RightLight technology optimizes webcam settings for more natural light and color. Logi
Tune app provides an intuitive dashboard for easy setup, control and customization.

LOGI DOCK


All-in-one docking station with one-touch-join meeting controls and speakerphone



Full calendar integration via Logi Tune with ambient lighting to indicate meeting and in-call status



Connects up to five USB peripherals, two monitors and Bluetooth® mobile devices, all while
supporting up to 100W laptop charging



Speakerphone with adaptive beamforming mics and background noise suppression



High-fidelity speakers deliver rich audio for meetings, media, and distance learning

WIRED PERSONAL VIDEO COLLABORATION KIT


C925e high-definition 1080p webcam with 78° diagonal field of view and RightLight 2



Zone Wired headset with premium quality sound and advanced noise-canceling mic technology

ZONE WIRELESS HEADSET


Noise-cancelling dual mic technology



Active noise cancellation



Seamlessly connect and switch between computer and smartphone



Simple on-ear controls for volume, music, and calls



Plus version connects up to six Logitech wireless peripherals to a single receiver

ZONE TRUE WIRELESS EARBUDS


Connects with Bluetooth®, USB-A receiver with USB-C adapter



Up to 30m /100 ft range (open field line of sight)



6 hours of talk time and 9 hours of listen time



Omni-directional, dual MEMS mics array with beamforming and an inward-facing mic

ZONE WIRED EARBUDS


Wired 3.5 mm audio jack, USB-C connection, and USB-A adapter for simple plug and
play reliability



Dual MEMS noise-canceling mic with digital signal processing (DSP)



In-ear earbud design with silicone eartips provides passive noise isolation and minimal
sound leakage



Omni-directional, dual MEMS mics array with beamforming and an inward-facing mic



4.8 ft cable allows for more flexibility

ROOM SOLUTION COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TAP SCHEDULER

TAP TABLE, RISER,
OR WALL MOUNT

Optional scheduling panel
for meeting rooms

Secure Tap flat to the
table, raise the viewing
angle, or mount it on
the wall to conserve
space, minimize cabling,
and optimize the user
experience.

- 10.1” touch display
- Anti-fingerprint oleophobic
coating
- Flat angle for accessibility
- Flush-mounted 31.4 mm from
the wall
- Availability lighting

RALLY SPEAKER
Fill larger rooms with
clear audio, supported by
RightSound technologies.
Compatible with Rally Bar
Mini, Rally Bar, and the
Rally System. Available in
graphite or white.

TV MOUNT FOR
VIDEO BARS
Neatly secure Rally Bar
Mini or Rally Bar above or
below a TV or monitor.

RALLY MIC POD
Expand audio coverage
and provide convenient
access to mute controls.
Compatible with Rally Bar
Mini, Rally Bar, and the
Rally System. Available in
graphite or white.

RALLY MIC POD HUB

RALLY MIC POD MOUNT

Customize mic placement
for your table shape. Rally
Mic Pod Hub is optional
for the small and medium
room configurations.

Hide cables and anchor
mics on the table or ceiling
for a clean, finished look.
Available in graphite or
white.

WALL MOUNT
FOR VIDEO BARS
Mount Rally Bar Mini or
Rally Bar on the wall for
minimal footprint.

RALLY MIC POD
EXTENSION CABLE

RALLY MOUNTING KIT
(FOR RALLY SYSTEM)

Add 10 meters of additional
reach to the cabling of
Rally Mic Pod or Rally Mic
Pod Hub for larger spaces.

Position Rally Camera
on the wall or near
the ceiling. Low profile
speaker brackets provide a
“floating” appearance.

ROOM SOLUTION MATRIX

SMALL ROOM

MEDIUM ROOM

LARGE ROOM

Room Solution

MeetUp

Rally Bar Mini

Rally Bar

Rally

Rally Plus

Form Factor

All-in-one

All-in-one

All-in-one

Modular

Modular

5x zoom

4X digital zoom

Up to 15X total zoom
(5X optical and 3X
digital)

Up to 15X total zoom
(5X optical and 3X
digital)

Up to 15X total zoom
(5X optical and 3X
digital)

Speakers/Mic

Embedded speakers
elements and mic
array.
Pickup Range:
13.1 ft / 4 m
With optional
Expansion Mic:
16.4 ft / 5 m
Cable Length:
19.69 ft / 6 m

Embedded speakers
elements and mic
array.
Pickup Range:
15 ft / 4.5m

Embedded speakers
elements and mic
array.
Pickup Range:
15 ft / 4.5m

One speaker and one
mic pod
Pickup Range:
15 ft / 4.5 m
Mic Pod Cable Length:
9.6 ft / 2.95 m

Two speakers and two
mic pods
Pickup Range:
15 ft / 4.5 m
Mic Pod Cable Length:
9.6 ft / 2.95 m15 ft
(4.5 m)

Expansion Mics

Up to 1 expansion
mic

Up to 2 mic pods

Up to 3 mic pods

Up to 7 mic pods

Up to 7 mic pods

RightLight and
RightSound

RightSight
Autoframing,
RightLight, and
RightSound

RightSight
Autoframing,
RightLight, and
RightSound

RightLight and
RightSound

RightLight and
RightSound

163° h x 110° v

163° h x 110° v

130° h x 80° v

260° h x 190° v

260° h x 190° v

Camera

AI RightSense
Technologies

Total Room
Coverage
Warranty

FOR MORE INFORMATION
www.logitech.com/google
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